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President Emeritus’s Message from Tom Hewes
August 10, 2002
Gentlemen:
As some of you know, the members of HMM-362 who served in the squadron
in 1962 when Col. Clapp was CO and it was the first Marine squadron to
deploy to Vietnam decided to hold a dinner in his honor separate from
the dinner at the New World Landing. This has led to numerous rumors,
much heated discussion, and some wild talk.
Since I'm the guy who first organized the Ugly Angels in 1995,
organized the painting of YL 42, organized the building and dedication
of the Ugly Angel Memorial, and published the newsletter for 6 years, I
claim the right to set the record straight on this issue.
There is no hidden agenda here. There are not two HMM-362s. There is
not a schism. What is working here is simply the understandable desire
of the Marines who served under Col. Clapp in 1962 to honor him and no
one who has worn the Marine uniform deserves to be honored more. Archie
Clapp served with distinction in three wars and is an authentic Marine
Corps hero.
Regrettably, those who organized the dinner many of whom do not claim
HMM-362 as their primary reunion squadron, were apparently unaware
that we were planning to honor Col. Clapp and all of "Archie's Angels"
at the New World Landing dinner. Certainly, the 130 of us who are
signed up for the NWL dinner would have welcomed the opportunity of
joining our brothers to honor Col. Clapp. What a dinner that would have
been! However, while we all may wish the wires hadn't got crossed, they
did so let's put the matter in perspective and knock off the grousing.
Just as there are not two Marine Corps, there are not two HMM-362s.
Whether known as "Archie's" (the spiritual father of all Angels) or
Uglys, we are all members of one of the premier helicopter squadrons in
the Corps. I ask you to remember that as we gather in Pensacola. We
have a reputation to safeguard, particularly among the other squadrons
in the USMC/Vietnam Helicopter Association. Let's not stain it by
needlessly squabbling among ourselves.
Semper Fidelis!
Tom Hewes,
Colonel, USMC (Ret)
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President’s Message from Rusty Sachs
Dear Angels:
Six weeks to go to Reunion 2002 and the biennial opportunity to visit
with the men we shared the most intense time of our lives.
It's also a time to salute those who made us who we are, and to
recognize Marines who led us, followed us, and inspired us. A time to
say thank you to the guy who stuck around and helped you change the
damn tail wheel locking pin in the rain. A time to ask that lieutenant
what the hell he thought he was doing when he turned the lights off
during the approach to a medevac zone. A time to meet the girl your
tent mate spent all those evenings writing to, and to meet the children
they had -- now older than we were in VN.
It's time to marvel at the way we all took different paths, but remain
allied to each other in ways our families don't completely comprehend.
Some of the activities we have planned
the activities planned by Pop A Smoke,
to recognize our older brothers -- the
took part in Operation ShuFly in 1962.
Archie and his men lighted forty years
recall their leadership.

as Ugly Angels, over and above
include an afternoon gathering
original “Archie’s Angels” who
We all carry on the torch that
ago, and it's time for us all to

Plus the white beaches of Pensacola! Plus the greatest aviation museum
anywhere! Plus a golf tournament on the only golf course in the world
that has a Naval Air Station on it!
All this and more, brought to you
for your reminiscing enjoyment!
See you then . . .

Message from Reunion Coordinator Lew Barnes
There seems to be some confusion as to signing up
dinner on Friday night, 4 October,02. The dinner
from the reunion registration. Please review the
details. If you didn't happen to receive it, the
"piculars".

for the Squadron
function is separate
last newsletter for
following are the

1) Cost of a dinner is $27.00
2) Dinner choices are a) prime rib b) chicken cordon blue c) grouper
tropicano. Please note your preference with your remittance.
3) Make checks payable to Lew Barnes - UA dinner and send to the
following:
Lew Barnes
20298 NW Keller Rd.
North Plains, Or. 97133-6133
If you have any question feel free to contact me at one of these
numbers.
1-503-649-2033 (work), 1-503-702-1595 (cell) or 1-503-647-0776 (home).
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The Apple and the tree
Tom was always saying something about the “apple not falling far from
the tree.” Well I finally got one. After the last newsletter, where I
was joking about the University of Lou Holtz, Dave Luhrsen wrote to say
that his son, former Sergeant Steve Luhrsen was the incoming OIC and
Instructor of Marines at the University of South Carolina where both
Coach Holtz and I work. After being enlisted for about 10 years, Steve
had a vision and applied for MECEP at USC and now he’s the boss here
and a major, to boot. I met with him Monday and he bought me lunch on
Friday. His parents must be very proud of a son who would buy an old
gunny lunch. We’re proud to have him, for sure.

Reunion 2002 Registration as of 8-10-02
Members Name

No Reg

Friday

Members Name

No Reg

Alteno, Leonidas J.
2
D
Bartlett, Rick & Susan
Blowers, Douglas
2
Cain, Alan & Susan
Camp, Gene & Marcia
2
D
Cascio, Ben & Ailene
Case, Bob & Jenny
2
D
Clapp, Archie & Shirley
Clark, Gerald & Linda
2
D
Clasen, Darcy
Cokely, Lyman & Lee
2
Collins, Larry
Cook, Roger
1
D
Cormier, Calvin & Wanda
Cramer Family (5)
D
Davidson, Rich & Mrs.
Davis, Ken
2
Derylak, Norm & 2 guests
Donnely, John
1
D
Doss, Gary
Dukes, Sherard
1
D
Eames, Paul
Feeney, Bob & Guest
2
D
Ferguson, Don & Dee
Fix, Ron
Flemming, Archie
Ford, John
1
Fowler, Michael
Gall, Ron & Anna
2
D
Gligor, Peter
Gonneville, Jean & Suzanne 2
D
Gould, Walter D.
Gray, Curt & John Helson
2
D
Hall, Oramel & Sharon
Hammack, Thomas R.
2
Hansen, Bruce & Elaine
Hewes, Tom & Joanne
2
D
Hippert, Jim And Deb
Hooton, Richard
2
Houghton Jr, Richard L.
Houglum, Daniel G.
1
D
Howarth, Bill
Hunneyman, Ed
2
Ice, Ron
Jogodka, Ron and Cindy
2
D
Johns, Bobby & Linda, Carlotte Whitfield, Jack & Donna Blair
Jones, Dave
D
Kane, Tom
King, Pete
1
Kottkamp, Jerry & Turmi
Kuleski, Erick Sr., Vivian & Eric Jr. 3/D
Lockwood, Don & Brenda
Logue, K.D. & Raeanne
2
D
Losey, James
Luhrsen, Dave
Martin, Don & Gaylene
Matney, James
1
Matucheski, Frank & Holly
McCluskey, Bill & Carol
2
D
McLeroy, Walt & Irene
Mcnair, BillyJ & Nita
2
D
Mc Nair, Bill
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2
2

Friday
D
D
D

2

2
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
1

D
D
D
D
D

2
2
1
1
1

D
D
D
D
D

3
1
2

D

1
2
2
2
1

D

D
D
D

Mcraney, Curtis D.
2
Merryman, Frank & 3 guests 4
D
Moore, Dave
2
Morgan, Charles D.
2
Murley, Tom
2
Myszka, Romy
1
D
Nash, Art & Kim
2
D
Orr, Sid
Owens, Terry D.
1
Paetznick, Jim & Betsy
2
D
Palmer, Ernest B.
1
D
Perryman, Jim
2
Phillips, Lyman
1
D
Ransom, Mike, Wynelle &Friend 3/D
Reese, Bill and Nancy
2
D
Rose, Earl
2
Rose, William
2
Ross, Deryl & Sandy
2
D
Rothweiler, Hugh D.
2
Ryan, Curt
2
Sachs, Rusty, Marlene & Lydia 3 D
Scanlan, Gerard P.
2
Severson, Michael
1
Shoopman, Dave And Mrs.
Skinder, Bob And Madilyn 2
D
Smith, Walter W.
1
D
Sohm, Marc & Trish Jones 1
Southworth, Edward G.
2
Speroni, Vic & Josie
2
D
Spiars, Early
2
Sproule, Willie D.
2
Stefan, Louis B.
1
D
Stanton, Mark, Lauren & Sharolyn Martin 2
D
Street, Jim & Gloria.
2
D
Tatmam, Ed & Pat
2
D
Thurber, Tom & Anita
2
D
Turner, Larry & Judy
2
D
Tygart, Darrell
2
Vasquez, Art & Brenda
2
Waldridge, Wilbert
2
Walker, William
1
Walradth, Wally And Becky 2
D
Waters, William L.
2
Willey, Bill
1
D
Wilson, Tim & T. Beecher 2
D
Wimmler, Wimpy and Julia 2.
Wood, Charles H.
1
York , Del and Deb
2
D
Yung, Carl, Adele & Kay
3
D
Zacker, Mike and Lynn
2
**Tom Mc Knight sends his regrets citing a previous commitment to his company.
A number after your name indicates the number of people you have registered to attend
the whole reunion. The D indicates that you have paid for the Friday night HMM-362
Dinner. If you have a number but not a D and want to attend the dinner, send Lew
Barnes a check
Taps
Rusty Sachs’ brother Jim passed away Thursday, August 15th after a
protracted battle with an inoperable brain tumor. The brothers were
very close.
Mark Stanton has sent a wreath from all of the Ugly Angels, to the
funeral, scheduled for the 27 of August in Stanford Chapel,
California.
Rusty can be reached at ClipClop6@aol.com or PO Box 1360, Norwich, VT
05055.

-Ed Tatman reports the passing of Cpl. Eddie Baker, class of 66-67.
Eddie was killed in a car accident 3 years ago on August 5, 1999.
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Anyone wishing to express
can reach them at 3227 E.
3466. Rest well, Eddie.
section of the Visions of

condolences to his family or share a story
Dean Rd., Howell, MI 48855 or phone 517-548ET has posted photos of Eddie on the HMM-362
Vietnam segment at:

http://www.popasmoke.com/visions/image.php?source=2073

Larry Collins sends:
I have surplus reservations at a P-Beach "VOQ":
Holiday Inn -- 3-5 October 2002 --Double double (?)--Non-smoking-$72.00/nite
If interested, between now and 08-31-02,
(949) 587-9977.

History Newsletter- Special Edition
Last summer Oramel Hall wrote a lot about YL 42 when he was her crew
chief. Ron Fix also wrote a lot about the day Mike Carley was killed.
Now we are pleased to have Bill Willey, who was the crew chief of YL 42
before Orm and was c/c on the mission when Mike lost his life.
Like
Orm, Bill writes of tragedy but he is pretty funny, too. I hope that
you enjoy this piece as much as I did.
Through a lot of hard work, dedication, spirit, and commitment, Yankee
Lima 42 of the Ugly Angels, HMM-362, was resurrected in 1998. She was
subsequently memorialized as a tribute to all those Angels and other
Marine air crewmen who perished in helicopters during the Vietnam War.
She is proudly displayed at the National Museum of Naval Aviation in
Pensacola ,Florida. I was the crew chief of YL 42 during 1966-67 . I
thought the reader might be interested in some of the history, general
and personal, lighthearted and very serious of the actual YL 42 and my
relationship with her “in-country”. I suppose I should begin this
rendition with the caveat that most of us probably share, that being
memory or lack, thereof.
I arrived at Ky Ha, RVN and was assigned to HMM-362 in early June,
1966. The first task at hand was orientation, which mainly consisted of
the instructions on setting up a 14 man tent on the side of a hill with
8-10 other FNG’s, and how to skillfully position all four legs of a cot
on the 5 inch boards of a pallet during the monsoon season. Next, it
was on to the flight line and various introductions, brief descriptions
of the ops offices, etc.
After about a week I was introduced and
assigned to Sergeant and crew chief Hardin, or Hardesty (not real sure
of the name, his nick name was” Hard”), and he promptly clarified his
expectations regarding my duties on his helicopter. I was soon flying
as a port side gunner, as well as my regular assignments of checking
all fluid levels, wiping down the plane with avgas and oil, cleaning
the belly out, servicing the APU, cleaning the M-60s and returning them
to the armory at days end, and other tasks that were assigned. By 7-11-
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66 I received my aerial gunner designation and by 7-23-66 I had earned
my Combat Aircrew Wings.
Before I got too used to my new status I went on mess duty. Several
hot, and hard weeks into that assignment, I was awarded Meritorious
Mast for outstanding performance. Lt.Col. Garotto, the CO of HMM-362
at that time, ordered me back to the squadron and returned me to full
flight status. It was about this time(8-15-66) that I was assigned to
be the crew chief of YL 42. I’ll never forget the feelings of anxiety,
trepidation, apprehension, and pride that came with that assignment.
After awhile, however, those emotions diminished when I realized that I
had the best of the best for support. I’m referring to the wealth of
skills and knowledge to help, guide, and instruct me on the fine-tuning
of this monster, UH34D. The NCOs and Staff NCOs that comprise the
Maintenance Section are the ones who make the whole thing work,
especially Top Sproule (the only enlisted Marine that I know the pilots
both feared and respected!)
These mechanical experts and dedicated officers, as well as the
side shops like the “bubble chasers”, “tin benders”, the “tweets” and
all the others were all a part of YL 42. Although I was primarily
entrusted with her care and may have had the most intimate relationship
with this Dog, she was frequently tuned, coaxed, manipulated, prodded,
and stroked by all HMM-362 personnel and pilots. I was and always will
be grateful to all of you who kept YL 42 in an ‘up’ status. My
confidence in the pilots was the same. During the period of time
(Aug.66 – Mar.67) that I crewed YL42, we managed to complete approx 200
combat missions. During one month alone we received special squadron
recognition for having logged in excess of 100 flight hours. A few
actual events that YL 42 and I shared during our 8-month association
will illustrate how well the squadron functioned.
We were on final approach to Ky Ha when the right dampener slipped
out of the main landing strut housing, which made normal landing
impossible. I forget who the pilot was but he knew what to do; he
called Willie on the radio. Top Sproule and a couple of “Assistant
Landing Officers” rolled out a flatbed cart stacked with sandbags
allowing the pilot to sit down evenly without a hint of ground
resonance. On another day, we were flying at about 3000 ft inbound for
Ky Ha, about 10-15 miles out. We apparently took a direct hit in one
cylinder, causing an engine failure. I’m sure Ron Fix was the pilot
although he says he doesn’t remember the event. It was my first
complete, unplanned, full auto-rotation and I must say that Ron sat the
plane down so easily and skillfully that the main landing struts only
collapsed half way down. They brought in a CH-53 and Top Sproule to the
rescue again. They screwed an eye hook on the main rotor and Yl42 was
lifted back to Ky Ha. I’ve got the pictures of that, and THANKS RON!!!
On another mission we were sent to an LZ to confiscate and
transport a large quantity of VC stored rice. Captain Sheehan was the
pilot. Upon landing near the vats of rice, I stepped out of the plane
wondering how we were going to get the rice onto the plane. The Captain
calmly communicated to me over the intercom that he thought he was
seeing dirt kicking up from bullets being fired at us. I immediately
returned to the plane and he demonstrated the most amazing ground
effect transition to forward air speed that I could have imagined
possible from a UH-34D. I was still firing at the VC who were firing at
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us for at least a half mile past the breaking sea waves. To you, Father
Sheehan, I say Thank you and Thank you. You were so calm in your
greatness; I shall never forget you or your abilities. I got two
confirmed kills that day and YL 42 received about 8 bullet holes in
her. Thankfully no one was injured.
Another memorable experience was the night that Lt. Sachs drew YL 42
with me as co-pilot for a fly-away. The six helo’s taxiing in front of
us, also on fly-away duty progressively approached the T/O pad, did
their instrument checks and were off to wherever for the night. As we
began our engine run-up, Lt. Sachs called for the magneto check.....and
you guessed it, I turned the switch to the right instead of the left or
off instead of on and BANG! Lt. Sachs embarrassingly taxied back to the
parking area and I remained on duty to remove the exhaust collection
ring for magna-fluxing. Funny, I don’t recall ever flying along side
Lt. Sachs again! Must’ve just been a scheduling glitch ....
The following is my account of the tragic loss of Lt. Michael
Carley and the downing of YL 42 on 27 Feb. 1967. We were one of a
flight of three on a troop transport mission, with 6 grunts in the
belly. The HAC was Capt. Jim Hippert. Lt. Carley had apparently been
thru the same area on a similar mission earlier that day as I heard him
over the IC informing Capt. Hippert of the extremely low ceiling
(perhaps 6-900 ft.).His last words were "the best approach thru here is
tree top tall and balls to the wall". The first round I heard was just
moments after his statement which brought me to the ready. The bullet
pierced the front wind screen and killed Mike instantly according to
the surgeon who examined Mike’s body. We took additional fire but I was
unable to pinpoint its origin. Immediately after Mike was hit, Jim
Hippert took a round in his leg. By this time we were literally
crashing thru the tree tops. Jim transmitted a mayday several times and
still managed to maintain control of the A/C, although, we were going
down fast. One can only imagine the obstacles and decisions he was
faced with during those few critical seconds. First, the shock of just
seeing his co-pilot shot in the face, his awareness that he is at max
speed(approx.125 knots), max. gross weight with eight Marines in the
cargo hold , critical and sudden loss of altitude, engine RPM
fluctuating, warning lights flashing on the instrument panel, a bullet
piercing the leg that he needed to control the direction of flight, and
finally, he needed a clearing beyond the trees in which to set the bird
down . We bounced thru what seemed to be about 3 rice paddies and we
were later informed, was an active mine field, before coming to a
complete stop. I am eternally grateful to Jim Hippert and thankful for
his unquestionable and demonstated proficiency in the face of certain
peril. We were still taking small arms fire. The officer in charge of
the grunts deployed his men to set up a perimeter around our A/C. I was
aware that my gunner, Pfc. Robert Switzer had been wounded but he
managed to maneuver out of the belly of the plane. My immediate concern
was to assist Jim Hippert out and down from the cockpit and over to the
nearest rice paddy dike. He informed me that Mike Carley had taken the
first round in his face and he was certain that he was dead. I returned
to YL 42 twice to retrieve the machine guns and extra ammo. By this
time Ron Fix,our wingman was landing approx. 100-150 yards from our
position and their crewmen were running over to assist us with the
weapons and Capt Hippert. I recall being overwhelmed with a sense of
guilt at leaving Lt. Carley still in the cockpit. I did, and always
will regret that I was unable to get him out. As we lifted off in the
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chase bird I saw the HU-1E helicopter as it began circling the site. I
later learned that it required the co-pilot, crew-chief, and gunner of
the Huey to extricate Mike's body from the armored cockpit. YL42 was
guarded throughout the night. The next day a small maintenance crew
headed up by Willie Sproule was flown back to the site and after
performing emergency repairs and replacing the lost avgas. Capt. Curt
Ryan, I believe, with Willie flying left seat flew YL 42 back to Ky Ha.
Captain Hippert was flown out to the hospital ship 'Repose' to recover
from the wounds to his leg. My gunner had sustained minor shrapnel
wounds to his arm and hand, and recovered rapidly.
The relationship between YL 42 and myself became quite intense over the
next 2 to 3 weeks. First stop was the wash rack where we spent several
days. Then we towed her to several fix'm'up stations such as the metal
shop, hydraulics, avionics, and finally to the hangar where she
received her third engine. She had taken a couple of rounds in the oil
tank directly behind my seat and was setting off a number of magnetic
warning lights. In this brief interim our Squadron transferred to an
LPH and LSD headed toward the Philippines for war games. It was at Cubi
Point that I began the dreaded replacement of 5 or 7 of the 11 fuel
cells which were also pierced. By the way, none of the grunts in the
cargo hold sustained injuries. I remember being dragged out of the
belly several times, totally inebriated on 115/145 Avgas. After final
repairs and several test flights, YL 42 proudly joined up with several
other Ugly A/C and ascended to that international R&R spot, Bagguio,
at least twice to transport a few of you lucky Marines to the
rest
haven you so richly deserved.
YL 42 was also selected to participate in " In Flight Gunnery School”
with yours truly as the instructor. This, unfortunately, turned into an
embarrassing encounter. To top it off, Lt. Deak Warner was our hack.
You remember, Deak, the squadron Ordinance Officer who, in our cruise
book is portrayed with one of every kind of weapon lashed to his body.
I had 5 students including a First Shirt and a Warrant Officer
apprehensively sitting in the belly to take their turn with the M-60.
We would begin with a demonstration by me on the "how to do it right".
Right! Remember your first instruction class on what to do with a hang
fire with the M-60 machine gun? You are supposed to stop, count to 10
before attempting to eject the round from the receiver, (the one rule
you shit-canned when in combat.) Get the ‘eff-ing’ round out, reload
and keep firing. Well, with a short lapse in classroom protocol, I
jerked the bolt back, not noticing that the first round had not ejected
,slipped another round into the receiver behind the cook-off, and
pulled the trigger. Very impressive! It was one smart son-of-a-gun that
once said “two 7.62mm rounds will not simultaneously spiral easily thru
the gun barrel.” You guessed it; in front of God, the Ordinance Officer
and several shocked Marines who outranked me, the receiver blew up,
both rounds went off (somewhere), the butt plate buried itself in my
chest and shoulder and shrapnel bits hit everyone (except me). School
was out and fortunately no one was seriously injured (other than my
pride.) Deak took it all in stride, Thank God. However my instructorhood was terminated!
Over the following years Rusty (Gunny) Sachs and I maintained
intermittent contact with one another, he on the East Coast and I on
the other, thru letters, cards, and by phone. Somehow he must have
sensed an unsettled, discontented part within me relating back to our
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time in-country . Thru his unrelenting, unselfish persona, and uncanny
ability, he initiated a search for Mike Carley's family. He discovered
that Mike had left a wife and a two-year-old son at the time of his
death. With this information, he contacted Michael Jr. and Connie, in
New York and Connecticut respectively, and made arrangements for them
to fly to California to meet me. Gunny picked up Deak Warner in
Southern California on the way and in 1991, almost 25 years after Lt.
Carley's death I had the honor to be their host in my home. Michael Jr.
was now a young man and still searching for information, confirmation,
and some understanding of his dad's death. I in turn was needing very
much to gain some sort of closure to that event on 2-27-67, and finally
found it by looking directly at both of them and telling them that I
was unable to retrieve their loved one’s body from the helicopter. It
was a very emotional and, on their part, forgiving conclusion to that
fateful day in'67. I can never thank Gunny Sachs enough for what he did
to secure that peace of mind for myself, and I hope for Michael Jr. In
1998, when YL 42 was memorialized in Pensacola during our reunion,
Michael Jr., his wife and infant son were in attendance. Currently, we
stay in touch thru e-mail and hopefully future reunions.
In conclusion, I return briefly to those days “in-country” where
we all share the memories; the good, the bad, and the Uglies (pardon
the pun.) Some are happier memories than others, but they are of times
shared with one another and with our fallen brothers.
They are
memories that we’ll never forget in our private, and not so private,
thoughts.
Semper Fidelis
Bill Willey
E-Mail YL42@juno.com

Incoming
Last Flyover
M/Gy Sgt. (Ret.) Rich Davidson sent me a couple of photos of the
flyover on the last day of HMM-362. Even after 30+ years the photos
hold a lot of memories. Dave was assigned to us from H&MS 16 and will
be joining us at the reunion.
Lieutenant Janousek
“Ask and ye shall receive.” So last newsletter I did ask for photos of
our KIAs who we had no pictures of - - and we hit gold.
You may
remember that Ron Janousek was killed shortly after 362 stood down and
he had been transferred next door to Scarface. Terry Mc Dade responded
with the following:
“The picture I had was an official USMC/USN
picture taken when he made the 50,000 carrier landing on the US
Okinawa. I believe that the reason he made the landing before the C.O.
did was we had a medevac on board. It also could have been when the copilot got wounded when we got trapped in an LZ and were mortared.
Raymond St.Pierre was the crew chief and I was the gunner. Possibly he
still has a copy of the picture ……And he did!! Two days later Raymond
scanned two pictures taken that day.
One was of the crew sort of
smiling and the other was of Ron Janousek receiving a cake from a
Vietnamese dignitary. Many thanks, guys!! I sent them of to a buddy
to resize them for the Visions of Vietnam pages before I went on
vacation and now he’s on vacation.
Soon we will have everything
together and post them on our pages and on Scarface’s.
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Letters to the editor:
Darrow Family Found
Bob,
I just received an email that was forwarded to my sister, Dee Cee
Darrow, re your work with the Ugly Angel and the Fallen Angels.
I am the proud daughter of Donnie Darrow! Although I was only 3 years
old when my dad died, there has never been a day in my life that has
passed without me thinking of him. It is as painful as if it happened
yesterday. Just last summer our family was involved with a traveling
replica of the Wall coming to Lebanon, MO where we live and after
seeing the reactions of the thousands who visited, I realize I am not
the only one who feels this way.
I would be thrilled to hear from anyone associated with my dad or his
squadron. You can also add me to any mailing lists that you have.
My mother, Norma Darrow, my brother - Donnie Len Darrow, Jr. (and his
two sons), and me Donieta Lynn (Darrow) Hawkins (and my 2 children) all
still live in Lebanon. My sister DeeCee Darrow lives in Columbia, MO.
Once again, thanks for contacting us.
email me at alh001@llion.org
mail to Donieta Hawkins
300 Southlawn Ave.
Lebanon, MO 65536
Donieta

--Surfin’ the Web
Gary Doss has written several articles about YL 42 in country and YL 37
in Oklahoma. Now I discover that someone wrote an article about him
and it’s on the web at:

http://www.tinker.af.mil/pa/archive/20010601/Ugly.htm

Talk to you in about a month!! Let me know if there are any questions that I might be
able to answer.
Bob Skinder
20 Claytor Rd.
Hopkins, SC 29061
rskinder@att.net
803-783-3019
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